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Hi <<First Name>>, 
 

This month I’m putting the spotlight on my HEARTS collection.
You might think I’d have been better waiting until closer to Valentine’s Day, but

thankfully February has no monopoly on love and everything else that my
hearts represent.

From My Heart to Yours
A symbol of love, of course, but also of connection and remembrance, every

ceramic heart is handmade with great care and thought put into every one. And
each one is therefore unique, as are all our hearts. 

In the weeks leading up to Thanksgiving and Christmas, many of us are
wondering if we’ll get to spend the holidays with those we love this year. It’s

been a tough year, but I like to think there's always room for hope in our hearts
for better days ahead. 

My little ceramic heart gifts are the perfect way to reach out to those you
love and let them know you’re thinking of them.  

Poppy and Allium Hearts
These beautiful ceramic hearts are hand painted with favourite flowers, 

poppy and allium, which grow in abundance in my garden.
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Irish Hearts
My Irish hearts come with the gaelic message “le grá” [said “leh ghraw”]

meaning “with love” and a new edition, just recently added to the collection, is
“le chéile” [said “leh kayla”] meaning “together”.

Line Hearts

"The line depicts our journey... 
connecting us wherever we are in the world."
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These 'line' hearts have special significance for me this year as my eldest son
has recently moved to Australia. Although he's far away I still feel that line of

connection stretching out to him wherever he goes.

Nestled Hearts Gift Sets
Our nestled hearts gift sets are especially popular for 

celebrating weddings and new babies. 
These handmade ceramic heart sets with our unique signature green glaze

come in sets of two or three hearts. 
Glazed on the inside only to create a beautiful contrast.
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Hearts of Gold
Our nestled hearts gift sets are now also available with hearts of gold!
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Give the Gift of Love

My ceramic hearts are a great way to say thank you, congratulations, to comfort
a friend, or send love to children and loved ones across the world. 

Perfect too for weddings, christenings, anniversaries and of course, for 
Thanksgiving and Christmas. 

Each handcrafted heart comes with a satin red or green ribbon. It can be hung
on the tree during Christmas and later kept somewhere close as a constant

reminder of both the sentiment sent with it and the sender.

All gifts are presented in beautiful
bespoke packaging and can be sent

directly to your loved one with a
handwritten personal message on a

card.

From my studio in the heart of the
Blackwater Valley in Co. Cork

Wishing you and
yours well.
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Siobhain x
(and Rubi)

SHOP THE EDIT

Ceramic Heart - Poppy 
Shop Here >>

Ceramic Heart - Allium 
Shop Here >>
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Ceramic Heart - Le Grá 
Shop Here >>

Ceramic Heart - Line 
Shop Here >>

 

Nestled Hearts Set 
Shop Here >>

Heart of Gold Set 
Shop Here >>

 

SHOP THE COLLECTION

All Ceramic Hearts are available in two sizes and can be 
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gifted individually or in sets of two.  

Nestled Hearts come in double or triple sets. 

Shop The Collection Here >>

GIFT VOUCHERS

Can't decide which gift to buy? Let your loved one choose their own gift. 
Gift vouchers available from €25.

€25 Gift Voucher €50 Gift Voucher
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€100 Gift Voucher €150 Gift Voucher

GET IN TOUCH

Email: siobhainsteele@gmail.com 
Phone: +353 (87) 754 8526

Follow Us

Unsubscribe - Update your profile  

Siobhain Steele Ceramics 
Moulane House, Gearagh Cross, 

Kildinin, Co. Cork, Ireland 
T56 RF85 

Add us to your Address Book 

Copyright © 2020 Siobhain Steele Ceramics, All rights reserved. 
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